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Sports beyond football
could be challenged by
new properties that are
freer to innovate in
formats, presentation
and – above all –
accessibility.

Spectator Sports - UK - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on
spectator sports
• How other sports can step out of football’s
shadow
• The value of major events
• The implications for viewing and spectating
habits of demographic change
• The importance of fandom
• What fans think about ethics in sport
• How new events can find space in a crowded market

Overview

Live sport offers levels of reach and engagement beyond almost all other forms of
entertainment: 75% of all online adults have watched in the last year and 89% of these
describe themselves as fans of a team or athlete.
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the spectator sports market

• Mobile-specific media a smart move for sport

• Environmental expectations can open green door for brands

• New events’ potential is greatest for the most accessible

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five-year outlook for spectator sports

• EURO win is a bonus for value growth

• Football in a league of its own

- Graph 1: leading spectator sport segment attendances, 2022/23

• Squeezed mid-table sports most exposed to cost-of-living crisis

- Graph 2: financial confidence index, 2016-23

• Free TV coverage delivers for men’s and women’s sport

- Graph 3: Peak viewing figures for major sporting events, 2022/23

What consumers want and why

• Live sport unites the nation

- Graph 4: experience of live sport, 2018-23

• It’s a fan’s game

- Graph 5: sports fans, 2023

• Free TV fixtures attract the most eyeballs

- Graph 6: sports watched live, 2022 and 2023

• Sofas 3-1 Stadiums

- Graph 7: methods of watching live sport, 2023

• Ethical tightrope is for athletes to walk

- Graph 8: attitudes towards ethics in sport, 2023

• Gen Zs prefer people they know to sports they don't

- Graph 9: awareness of new spectator sports events within Gen Z, 2023

• New events can gain from try-before-you-buy

- Graph 10: incentives to watch new spectator sports events, 2023
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Innovation and marketing

• Green means more than the colour of the pitch

MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size

• Ticket spend tops pre-pandemic total

• Football and major events driving value growth

Market forecast

• Spending set to slip from post-pandemic peak

• Football’s fortunes determine market's fate

• Sport spending proves resilient in tough economic times

- Graph 11: consumer expenditure on spectator sports attendance, 2010-14

Market segmentation

• Football stretches its attendance lead

• Major events draw big crowds

• New milestones for English football leagues

- Graph 12: English league football attendances, 2018/19-2022/23

• Horseracing hit by cost-of-living crisis

- Graph 13: horseracing attendance, 2018-23

• Ashes' pulling power grows cricket crowds

- Graph 14: English cricket attendance, 2018-23

• Club collapses cut rugby union crowds

- Graph 15: English Premiership rugby union attendance, 2017/18-2022/23

• Successful season follows Rugby League World Cup

- Graph 16: Super League attendance, 2018-23

Macro-economic factors

• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers' finances

- Graph 17: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23

• Interest rates will rise in importance into 2024

• Consumer sentiment: the recovery has begun...

- Graph 18: financial wellbeing index, 2016-23

• ...and people feel more confident about their financial prospects

- Graph 19: financial confidence index, 2016-23

• New events must stay cost-conscious after cost-of-living crisis passes

- Graph 20: past-year spectator sports event attendance, by household income, 2023
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Social, environmental and legal factors

• Football dominates screens in double World Cup year

- Graph 21: peak viewing figures for major sporting events, 2022/23

• Stadium investment targets quality as well as quantity

- Graph 22: leading football clubs' capital expenditure, 2021/22

• Sport has a blind spot for Boomers

- Graph 23: projected age structure of the 15+ population, 2028

• Many oldies are golden...

• ...and like sport too

- Graph 24: repertoires of sports watched live, by age, 2023

• Tech sits comfortably in the stands

- Graph 25: technology-based activities undertaken at a live sport event, 2023

• Augmented reality can add to the event experience

- Graph 26: interest in using smart glasses to access real-time data when watching sport, by experience of live sport in

the last 12 months, 2023

• Tech smoothes stadium experiences as well as enhances them

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Sports followers

• Market moves with calendar’s rhythms

• Winter World Cup leaves women cold

- Graph 27: experience of watching live sport, by gender, 2018-23

Sports fans

• Wales, Madrid, golfers

- Graph 28: sports fans, 2023

• Players can use their platform

- Graph 29: attitudes towards ethics in sport, by fan status, 2023

Sports watched

• Free TV coverage of World Cups and Wimbledon lifts football and tennis visibility

- Graph 30: sports watched live, 2022 and 2023

• Older men watch most sport

- Graph 31: spectator sports viewing repertoires, by gender, 2023

Methods of watching

• Nation coaches from the couch as sofas beat stands

- Graph 32: methods of watching live sport, 2023
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• Small screen experiences key to capturing next generation of fans

- Graph 33: past-year experience of watching live sport on smartphones, 2023

• Generations divide in viewing habits

- Graph 34: methods of watching live sport, by age, 2023

• Cost-of-living crisis keeps less affluent fans indoors

- Graph 35: methods of watching live sport, by annual household income, 2023

Sport and ethics

• Public pressure on players makes it tough at the top

- Graph 36: attitudes towards ethics in sport, 2023

• Values vary with age

- Graph 37: agreement with statements about ethics in spectator sports, by age, 2023

Interest in new events

• Hi-viz Hundred catches public eye

• Gen Z drawn to social media spectaculars

- Graph 38: awareness of new spectator sports events within Generation Z, 2023

• Breakout properties point way to a segmented future for sport

• Formats beat personalities in battle for Millennials

- Graph 39: awareness of new spectator sports events among Younger Millennials (aged 27-33), 2023

Incentives to watch new events

• Free samples attract new audiences

- Graph 40: incentives to watch new spectator sports events, 2023

• Ticket pricing a priority issue for younger fans

- Graph 41: appeal of affordable ticket prices as an incentive to watch new spectator sports events, by gender and age,

2023

• Star quality not enough on its own

- Graph 42: involvement of celebrities/influencers as an incentive to watch new spectator sports events, by age and

gender, 2023

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS

Launch activity and innovation

• Sustainability moves up the grid

• RWC 2023: Greenpeace v fossil fuel sponsorship

• Racing cuts old-school ties

• Relaunched WSL risks being stuck in Premier League’s shadow

• Leicester City opened Europe's first checkout-free food and drink kiosk in the 2022/23 football season

• Female Olympians step out of their lane
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• Team GB's women: Sporty AF

• League rebrand aims to get basketball rolling

• BBL: Unbeatable

APPENDIX

Supplementary data

• Population projections for over 50s

Market forecast data and methodology

• Market size

• Market forecast

• Market forecast and prediction Intervals

• Forecast methodology

Report scope and definitions

• Market definition

• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Consumer research methodology
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a UK licensed market
survey agent (see Research Methodology Europe
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
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